2004 lincoln ls dual climate control valve

Best price I found anywhere! Shipped fast and exact fit. Will definitely be buying for again. Very
happy with my purchase. I was a little worried about this since it was also listed as a part for a
Jaguar, but once it was put in, my problems were over! My dual climate controls were blowing
out nothing but hot air, but after installing this part, nice cold air. I had it installed instead of me
screwing it up, but I am sure that even if my caveman arms attempted the replacement, this
heater valve would still have worked perfectly! Product came faster than expected, which is
definitely a plus! My AC is working properly again, two thumbs up for the product and the
speedy delivery. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Air Flap Actuator. Blower
Motor. Blower Motor Pigtail. Blower Motor Relay. Blower Motor Resistor. Cabin Air Temperature
Sensor. Cabin Air Temperature Sensor Connector. Heated Seat Element Connector. Heater
Core. Heater Hose. Heater Hose Connector. Heater Hose Set. Heater Temp Sensor. R12
Refrigerant Oil. Seat Filter. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Cooling System.
Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and
Hardware. DIY Solutions. Four Seasons. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement Heater Valve. Click to
Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. SKP Heater Valve. Features: OE Style for
easy replacement and fitment Doesn't require specialized tools for installation. Metrix Heater
Valve. Metrix W Heater Valve. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day.
Four Seasons Heater Valve. Features: Temperature tested to degrees F Pressure tested to
ensure leak free design Electronically controlled Application specific design Temperature
sensing. Motorcraft Heater Valve. Motorcraft YG Heater Valve. Gates Heater Valve. Motorcraft W
Heater Valve. Metrix W May 3rd, Posted by scott. December 6th, Posted by Jesus m. March 25th,
Posted by Perfect product, fast delivery. Replacement June 10th, Posted by Gerald. Catalog: E.
Vehicle Engine Lincoln LS. Catalog: S. Catalog: A. Vehicle Lincoln LS. Catalog: Q. Catalog: H.
Catalog: B. Safeguards and dependability are high on the list for Lincoln, a trusted vehicle
manufacturer whose name is known for quality. For vehicles that provide driver control,
durability, and value, vehicle buyers trust in Lincoln. When in need of reliability and long lasting
service, car enthusiasts will be pleased with a durable vehicle manufactured by Lincoln. Would
a smart driver shell out a huge price for a great comfortable luxury car, only to skimp on new
components and parts? Lincoln creates cars which are built for the best performance, and like
their other models, the LS just can't perform as intended without the correct OEM and
aftermarket parts. It's not surprising that comfort and safety-aware drivers know how to get the
most bang for the buck when buying Lincoln LS parts. Comfort-optimized sedans including the
nicely made Lincoln LS were designed to be made use of carefully and then given needed
maintenance. The cabin comfort features of your vehicle make it easy for you to drive from
point A to point B; ensure that convenience by keeping them in the top shape possible. The
quantity of heat emitted from your car's heater is controlled by your vehicle's Lincoln LS Heater
Valve, which is found at the rear of your motor. Your car's Lincoln LS Heater Valve is very
important to the heating system of your automobile because it lets the hot fluid that comes from
the radiator to stream through the heater core. Although the Lincoln LS Heater Valve is rarely
seen by the occupants, it is a key part of the driver's comfort. If you want the most satisfaction
from your car or truck, remember that quality parts are part of awesome performance PartsGeek. They are available for the following Lincoln LS years: , , , , , , , 06, 05, 04, 03, 02, 01,
The best discount auto part store I found online!! I found my heater valve Thank you
PartsGeek!! The part was delivered in two days!! It was just as described and worked prefectly.
The price beat everyone elses. I will be ordering from this company again. I was looking for this
heather valve and the parts stores all were over a hundred dollars, I looked online and this was
the best deal I could find, I ordered the parts it came in a couple of days was very happy to see
it cause it was getting cold and got it in the car as soon as possible now my car got heat I can't
complain for the price and convenience this was my first time ordering from partsgeek and I will
be back thanks guys. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part,
simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number
to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the
web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to
Enlarge. Replacement Heater Valve. Important Product Info: With 3 Ports. Shipping Options:
Free Ground Shipping. Metrix W Heater Valve. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground,
Overnight, 2 Day. Features: Temperature tested to degrees F Pressure tested to ensure leak free
design Electronically controlled Application specific design Temperature sensing. Motorcraft
YG Heater Valve. Four Seasons Heater Valve. Contents Heater Control Valve. Features: OE Style
for easy replacement and fitment Doesn't require specialized tools for installation. Thermostat
housing and water outlets are connections that transfer coolant between the radiator and the
engine block and generally house the thermostat. Durable, quality plastic construction. The
Lincoln LS is a rear wheel drive sedan manufactured and marketed by the Ford Motor company

for a single generation under the Lincoln brand. The Lincoln LS heater control valve location
and for other LS's is near the firewall and allows the coolant to stream from the engine to the
heater core inside the vehicle. A dual climate control valve Lincoln LS can also be found in
some Lincoln's which have two climate controls that create their own microclimates for the
driver and passenger. Lincoln LS Climate Control Problems Failing of the heater control valve
causes problems to the vehicles cooling system. Your heater not working is a common
indication that your heater control valve is broken or has gotten stuck, coolant flow to the
heater may have stopped or may be limited and without coolant flow the heater may not be able
to provide warmth; Your heater control valve can wear and crack causing the coolant to leak
from the valve. Heater control valves also leak from excessive corrosion from contact with old
and contaminated engine coolant, and it will most often than not need to be replaced. Air
trapped in the cooling system and especially in the heater core will make the heater not work,
though some vehicles have bleeder screws in the cooling system that allow you to bleed air off
the system. A malfunctioning heater control valve may not control coolant flow to the heater
that results to problems operating the heater. Don't forget to check your Lincoln LS heater
control valve fuse because if it blows it may render your heater useless. Replacing your Lincoln
LS Control Valve If corrosion is the reason, you are replacing your heater control valve it is
recommended that you flush the coolant to prevent the problem from recurring. All your heater
hoses should be inspected when the valve is being replaced and replaced if necessary. Also
remember its more cost effective to replace the valve and hoses altogether since it saves you
on labor costs and time. Heater Control Valve Maintenance Tips As you conduct your
maintenance freshwater flush to get rid of accumulated sediments and sludge and install clean
coolant for the system to work properly, pressure check your cooling system. Check that fuses
and hoses are working as they should and replace any broken parts. Replace the control valve if
bad or leaking and test operation of the heater. Have your cooling system inspected on a
regular basis at each oil change so that you are aware of any cooling system problems and can
have them repaired while they are still minor. Get yourself all Lincoln LS parts including your
Lincoln LS heater control valve , Lincoln Ls dual climate control valve and all other control
valves at your one stop PartsGeek. Read more reviews. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine Lincoln LS.
Catalog: A. Vehicle Lincoln LS. Catalog: B. Catalog: H. Catalog: T. Catalog: Q. Catalog: S.
Catalog: N. Tom answered 11 years ago. Had same problem recently. Cheap part, much labor.
Center console has to come out. Drop steering wheel, dashboard has to come out. Expansion
valve is mounted on the fire wall. But you must get at it from the drivers compartment. My
problem was solved. Ah, ice cold air again. Mike answered 9 years ago. Independent garage.
AHdexter answered 7 years ago. Jonathon answered 7 years ago. I have repaired a couple of
ls's with the same problem. It is your dccv. Dual climate control valve controls how much hot
water goes into your heater cores and when it fails it fails open. It is very common with the ls
and it is easy to get to. Mounted on the passenger side of the radiator with two heater hoses on
one side and one on the other. One screw and three hoses to take off to replace. Debra
answered 6 years ago. I have a question.. It is loud like it's blowing hard, actually I believe it is
way too loud, but the temperature never cools down unless it's cloudy or dark out. Any
suggestions? I'm an amateur. I know water should be dripping if it's cooling right and there is
zero. Fishingfreak answered 6 years ago. Have a question ls air conditioning works part time
and when it does it freeze you out sometime it blows out hot air and in winter whit heater it
blows out cold air! Is that a flap issue. Loury answered 6 years ago. Sam answered 5 years ago.
Guru9XPC5 answered 3 years ago. My ac on my licoln LS works perfect blows cold air when
driving, but when I come to a stop sign or in heavy traffic it blows hot air.. Guru9HYJ4 answered
3 years ago. It almost always the heater control valve, i have owned this lincoln ls for 4 years
and have replaced the hcv 4 times, a piece of shit part. Guru9QPN3 answered 3 years ago. I
change the valve and it still blows hot air on drivers side. Both side are cold till engine is at
running temp. Switched hoses around and hot air is on passenger side. Not much has changed
with the invention of the Edsel. If you hang on to it long enough it will be worth something
because no one else will have one any more. Samuel answered 2 years ago. My mechanic said
he could replace the tubing of my leaking, misfiring AC hot air on my wife's side in 90F weather!
But because of the erratic hot air vents--even after fresh freeon--I wonder if new tubing would fix
the AC, esp. I love the car--no probs. But 2K is more than I'd get for the car on trade-in, so it's a
bad investment in a "Kelly junker. But car AC has "evolved" from a luxury to a necessity. Is it an
overheated planet or an old, spoiled, "pussy" consumer? This year I dont hear the compressor
clicking on. The air blows hot but sometimes I can feel cooler not cold air trying to come
through. I am thinking it might involve the switch but could include t I turned the car on and it
was making whining noise as if it needed power steering fluid hadn't turned the steering wheel
at all. Lincoln mechanic says there testers showed 02 censor bad. Napa showed cylinder 1 bad.

My automatic v8 jerks between gears, Hoping not the transmission. I have a lincoln ls and when
I insure the key and try to start it as soon as I put the key in it cracks for about 5 to ten seconds
then stops. If I take the key out and do the same thing it do I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Lincoln LS question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Lincoln LS Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Automotive Forums. Hello Rod,
Worked on car this morning and swapped out the driver side sensor with the passenger side
sensor. I still have the same problem. Cold air on driver side and hottttt air on passenger side.
The exchange made no difference. Is it the dual climate hot water valve? I have tried
disconnecting it and reconnecting it with ac on. Is it stuck open? Any info you may have would
be highly appreciated. I'm new here and was wondering how to find the temp. Thanks, Charles.
Welcome to the forum! I'm not sure about the On the , you can stick your head under the dash
and look up, the sensors are white and somewhat obviously installed in the center ductwork.
There were three on the driver's side or was it two? Have you tried the self diagnostics that
have been posted a few times on the forum? Thanks for the fast reply. I assume thats a new
DCCV? If thats it do you have any idea how much the cost? The code indicates Cold air bypass
door actuator circuit failure. The indicates that the driver coolant control valve circuit short to
ground. Thanks, what i did was swap around the two hoses coming to the DCCV and it started
working the opposite way. For a temp. I have heat and air on the driver side and just air on the
passenger side. Ill take it to the dealer Tue. Thanks for all your help. Driver side is hot and pass
is fine. Are there 2 valves - one drivers side and one passenger side? Should I just replace it or
both? There are two valves, but they are incorporated into a single assembly. When you buy a
DCCV, you get the whole assembly. You can get them from the dealer or from some online parts
sources. I use Fast Parts Network for mine and was pleased with the service. I see the DCCV. Is
there only one fastener holding it on and do I need to plug the coolant lines? It looks like a bear
to get to. Will removing anything above or around it aid in the DCCV removel? I did most of the
replacement from underneath. Somewhere along the line someone posted steps to to
replacement, try searching the forum and possibly one of the other forums or Google. If you still
can't find the detailed steps, send me a private message and I'll see if I can dig them up this
weekend. Drain the engine coolant. Refer to Workshop Manual, Section for details. Remove the
air cleaner outlet pipe. Remove the radiator upper sight shield. Remove the passenger side
upper radiator support bracket. Disconnect the upper radiator hose from radiator. Remove air
conditioning receiver drier retainer and position aside. Disconnect the auxiliary coolant flow
pump electrical connector. Remove the 2 two bolts from the auxiliary pump on radiator fan
shroud. Disconnect the heater hose at intake manifold and at the bottom of auxiliary pump.
Remove the auxiliary coolant flow pump. Raise the vehicle. Remove the lower splash shield.
Remove the bolts for the DCCV bracket. Lower the vehicle. Remove the retainers for hydraulic
cooling fan reservoir passenger side of engine and position aside. Mark the heater hoses at the
DCCV for identification and disconnect the 3 three quick disconnect fittings. Refer to Workshop
Manual, Section Disconnect the DCCV electrical connector. Disconnect the heater hose at upper
radiator hose. Remove the DCCV. Installation 1. Reverse the removal procedure to install new
DCCV. Torque the upper hydraulic cooling fan reservoir fastener to 53 Lb-in 6 N. Torque the
auxiliary coolant pump fasteners to 80 Lb-in 9 N. Torque the air conditioning receiver drier to 53
Lb-in 6 N. Refill the engine coolant. Repeat Steps of the diagnostic procedure to verity repair.
Also, does anyone know what the part number is and where I can get it. Lots of online search
and nothing comes back as the DCCV. He's good at quickly responding to inquiries. And no, I
don't have any connection to them, I'm just a satisfied customer. What was it called? I just
checked ebay, there are returns on a few things but none on DCCV. I've read above that the part
number is YG, ebay shows a part number YG? No return on ebay. Call me stupid, but I'm not
confident about ordering something with no definitive description online. Ford doesn't even list
a DCCV. The one I did was on a V6, so some of the steps were different. Plus, that was two
years ago, so I don't recall exactly what it took. I remember it was pretty intuitive once I got
started. The most frustrating part was figuring out how to unplug the connectors. I ended up
Googling it and found that you press in the red tab to unlock the plug. For the rest of it, I jacked
the car up, drained the coolant from the radiator, visually located the DCCV may also be called
heater control valve, Dual Coolant Control Valve, Dual Coolant Flow Valve, coolant valve then
started removing things to get it out. I didn't really follow any procedure. If you have an
illustration from Fast Parts Network, that will confirm it's the right thing too. It looks like access

from above is tight but possible. Ford lists the same thing for Motorcraft Part YG I cannot find a
picture of the valve any where on the web. It just seems to me that Ford does not want you
replacing this thing yourself and somehow makes it impossible to confirm. Years ago, the web
contained photos and diagrams of everything, now it is hidden behind layers of nonsense. I
know what mine looks like, why can't someone post a picture of the valve they're selling?
Tomorrow, I'll run down to Ford and look at their offering and then order it on the web. Where
did you dispose of the coolant? Coolant disposal varies by state and sometimes even county.
Check with your local hazardous materials handlers. Sometimes stores that sell coolant also
must accept used coolant. Some shops will be glad to accept your non-contaminated coolant
for their recycling stations, and some areas will allow you to flush up to x gallons down the
toilet. Whats up with that? WOW, looks like this is a common problem. I did notice if i turn on
the climate control option for the seats, they blow cold air, while the dash system still blows
hot. So i guess the computer knows it needs cold air in cabin but is just not blowing it. I
replaced it and still no difference. I suspect i now need to look into the bad sensor or stuck door
problem talked about above. I will try the test mentioned about unplugging the door valve thing
and see if it closes. I will report back. BTW, i do not have the message center thing needed to do
the diagnostic tests mentioned so can't get codes from it. Anyway, great thread. Thanks for all
the help this has given me and who knows how many others. Only the location of the seat
buttons are linked to the rest of the climate control system. The self diagnostics will be
displayed on the display for the DATC, so you should be able to access them. Yes, the hot air
coming out is very hot, as heated by the heater. I hope to look at this more tonight and see if i
can figure out if it may be the DCCV or a sensor controling it. Bummer that the Code Scanner
will not work. I just talked to a buddy that has one and was going to lead it to me this weekend
to try. Thanks for the fast reply and again for all the help you give here. See if your buddy has a
couple of hose pliers as well that can block coolant flow. Then block off the flow to the hoses to
the cabin to see if that allows the air to start blowing cooling once the heater cores cool down. If
so, that would indicate the DCCV is flowing coolant when it shouldn't be. If you verify that the
voltage to the DCCV is correct, but the valves are sticking open, that narrows down your search
significantly. Have yet to get time to look at it but when i do, i will try that. I did figure out how to
access the codes though. Anyway, the codes it shows are. Tried to remove the plug but even
after sliding the red lock open it still does not want to come off. Tried a few other plugs that look
like this one, they all came off fine. Figures the one i want off seams stuck. So i figured i would
try clamping the hoses. Still not cold but the best i have seen yet. I will let the car cool down for
a few hours and try this again to see if i can get air the feels atleast somewhat cool. Code 12 65
is a "Cold air bypass door actuator circuit failure. Well i got it fixed. A few of the tips on here
were wrong from my findings. I will talk about them below. Another self test displayed errors If
did not make any difference. I have found this not to be the case. After opening up my old DCCV
i found its rest position to be open. Just be sure your engine is cold when you do this test or
you will still feel the hot air from the already hot heater cores. I then unplugged the harness for
the DCCV and tested for voltage. It showed over 14 volts. So the DCCV was getting power and
should of been working but was not. Another self test showed only the Code 12 65 is a "Cold air
bypass door actuator circuit failure. I assume this error has been there for some time before the
DCCV went bad and its just something i never noticed. Is this something i really need if i don't
notice any problems without it? I want to thank everyone here for all the help and info in this
thread, it really got me looking in the right direction. It is what the dealerships are using and
many other repair shops. If the cold air bypass door is not working properly, the climate control
system won't be working to peak efficiency. Per the factory service manual, "The cold air
bypass door actuator is located on the evaporator core housing. During automatic operation the
control module can position the door fully open so that some of the airflow will not pass
through the heater core. This will provide for maximum cooling. The door is closed or partially
closed during modes other than maximum cooling. If you wanted to check it out, you could
remove the cold air bypass actuator and plug it in to one of the other actuator connectors and
check its operation. Or there's an entire troubleshooting section in the FSM for this code. You
can probably access the same pinpoint test from Alldata. I assume that you don't have an LS,
and apparently don't have a factory manual. The LS has no cold-air bypass door. The error code
is incorrect. The factory service manual says to ignore code because the LS is not equipped
with a cold-air bypass door. This advice is invalid! You're only partially correct, I no longer own
a Lincoln LS, but my wife still own's her LS of which I perform the maintenance. I do have the
factory service manual for the model year and the Alldata subscription is still valid for my The
LS does have a cold air bypass according to the factory service manual. Additionally, Alldata
shows a cold air bypass door for the model year. Maybe you call it something different, such as
"Mode door actuator. Specifically, pay attention to the very first paragraph titled "Respect is the

key. I have a LS and a LS. I can assure you that neither has a cold-air bypass door. The gives
the false error, and the does not. The factory manual even gives pin-point tests for the code.
When you try them, you will see that the wires and pins for the cold-air bypass door are not
even installed. Check with Ford on this. PPPAnimal before you waste money on this false code,
at least get under the dash and then you will see that there is no cold-air bypass door. Now
that's a much more mature response, with some detail to back it up. I took another look at the
pinpoint tests for the and there is no mention of this being a false code. As you suggest, the
pinpoint test does list pinouts and wiring colors for the cold air bypass actuator, but I cannot
say if the terminals in the connector are populated. For now, we'll have to take your word for it.
Thank you for the clarification. Does it just rely on modulating the DCCV? Re: Dual climate
control blowing heat on AC I took another look at the pinpoint tests for the and there is no
mention of this being a false code. The may as well, I don't know. Vehicle not equipped with
cold air bypass door actuator. Ignore this code and continue diagnostics. I don't have a gen I LS
to prove this by, but I have remotely assisted with troubleshooting on the gen I, and the failure
symptoms for the DCCV just don't point to there being a bypass of the heater core. If there
were, then you could still get cold air when the DCCV fails, and that doesn't seem to be the
case. I think they planned for one, but couldn't fit it in. I've had the DATC out of my wife's a
couple of times, I'll try to pull it and check the wiring harness. That is a good point about heat
issues when the DCCV fails. I wonder why some DATC report a code and others do not. I've
never had a cold air bypass code with my wifes, either via the self test or from my Genisys scan
tool. Thanks guys, we appreciate the dialogue. I recently had my Suburban in the local repair
shop for brake problem analysis. Both the manager and mechanic told me that the problem is
"usually" a blend door issue. After a long debate and my describing the DATC Codes, they
stuck by their position understanding that they were not looking at the car. I wanted to bring it
in to them for repairs, but stuck by my belief in what the thread above says DCCV problem.
From the discussion, I believe my position is correct. The LS doesn't have a blend-air door
either. Most cars do, so those not familiar with the LS may make this mistake. The LS does have
wiring in connector b for the cold air bypass door. I pulled the DATC module and looked. It also
appears to have an actuator in the location shown in the service manual as the cold air bypass
actuator. I wonder why they removed the feature from the gen II LS? I wonder if all gen I LS's
have it? And lastly, if it could be added to a gen II and would that give any benefit? My gen II's
both give a very brief bast of hot or very warm air when they are restarted while the engine is
still hot. Does your gen I do that? I haven't noticed that in my wife's. It might do it and I've just
figured it was hot cabin air being circulated. I don't really notice a difference in the way my
wife's works and the way my worked. They both are much better than the system in my G I'm
going to join back in on this thread because I still have not resolved my climate control issues.
It usually fails when the car is first used in the morning but on occasion it will fail later. It only
fails when the car is started, and can usually be fixed by stopping, shutting off the engine and
then restarting. Any ideas would be appreciated. I have not yet looked at my car to be sure it
has a cold air bypass door, but find it funny that the dealership thinks it has one when infact it
might not. Guys, I have gotten a wealth of information here. I have an 05 LS, love the car, which
shortly after warranty expiration has had a few issues one thing at a time, LOL. I am currently
trying to work on the AC issue. It took some time, but finally got codes from self diagnostics. I
will say it did not catch the first time, so be patient and keep trying, it finally caught. OK, I got 27
98 and 12 Is there a cold air bypass door actuator????? Is it also known as a blend door, which
a ford mechanic once told me that LS's made after the 02 model do not have the blend door. I
guess the change in name is confusing me. If you find the DCCV does not appear to be working
probably, replace it, then see how the system performs. If all seems well, you probably can
ignore the 12 65 code. If you feel comfortable pulling the DATC from the dash, you could check
for the cold air bypass wiring. I would consider "blend door" as synonomous to "cold air
bypass. I have just purchased a new Heater Control Valve on Amazon. I will make an attempt to
replace it and let you guys know how it went. Somewhere along the way this forum helped me
find good instructions on how to replace it. I don't think you'll find much difference across the
model years. I'd suggest you search the forum for 'DCCV' and you should find the information. If
you try the search and don't find it, let us know and one of us will track them down. Thanks
Rod. They also include diagnostics instructions after installation. See below and hope this
helps others. Our beautiful LS's seem to have this common issue all across the board. Thanks
Lincoln :jerking:, you build a beautiful vehicle and tighten up your expenses on parts. Removal
V6 1. Remove the throttle body. Refer to Workshop Manual, Section A details. Disconnect the
upper radiator hose from radiator and position aside. Remove the air conditioning receiver drier
retainer and position aside. Disconnect the heater hoses from upper radiator hose T-fitting and
water pump. Remove the bolts for DCCV at bracket. Remove the DCCV valve with hoses and

bracket attached. Refer to Workshop Manual, Section A for details. Refill engine coolant. Repeat
Steps of the diagnostic procedure to verify repair. Start engine and ensure it is at full operating
temperature. Allow vehicle to remain in this mode for 5 minutes minimum. Measure the output
temperature at the registers. No additional service is required. Stop procedure at this point and
return vehicle to customer. Clamp off the three 3 heater hoses going into and out of the heater
core, as close to the heater core as possible. Refer to Figure 1. Remove the clamps from the
heater hoses, restore the vehicle to original condition and refer to the Workshop Manual,
Section for further diagnostics. Do not continue with this article. Shut off engine. Measure
across pins , and pins Refer to Figures 2 and 3. If resistance is above or below ohms, inspect C
at the DCCV for connection integrity, corrosion and damage. Repair as needed to restore. Verify
repair by repeating Steps , and return vehicle to customer. If resistance is acceptable, continue
with Step 8. If voltage is less than 12 volts, check for open F or repair circuit FB3 to restore
voltage. If voltage is greater than 12 volts, proceed to Step Refer to Figure 3. The lid must be
lifted for the terminal bolt to be visible. If greater than 12 volts, proceed to Step lid. Repair wiring
as required. If greater than 12 volts, the DCCV may have a mechanical concern internally. First
time doing mechanical work, pretty simple, took me about an hour. Took a shortcut and
clamped off the hoses. Hardest part was getting my big hand in there to take off the bolt.
Anyway, it's done and its fixed. This also seemed to fix the problem of my Serv P light
constantly coming on. I read somewhere that it was linked and so far it appears that way, it's
been 24 hours. And thank you for the detailed instructions and follow up post. Hi RJ, yes, it was
the YG That's the one for my V6 LS. Make sure you check which one goes with your model,
because the YG has a totally different configuration. It was simple to do, but took time with my
big hands. Instead of draining cooling system, which instructions call for, I took a shortcut and
clamped the 3 hoses coming into the DCCV. Tight space, but take your time and it will be worth
it. I'm slowly becoming a DIYer in many different aspects, if I can do it, so can you. OK, did a
little research which should hopefully help others out in this situation. The Motorcraft Parts
number are as follows. These part numbers are for both V6 and V8, the only came in a V8.
Thanks, ordered one from Amazon as well. I like the hose clamp idea. Will perform the repair
once received next week? I'll post my procedure used when complete. I have big hands and
arms as well as a bad back right now. Rod - How do you drain the coolant, is there a drain valve
or plug. Please ignore that last post. The drain plug is on the bottom of the rad on the right
passenger end. Well, what a mess, apparently didn't drain enough coolant and now it's all over
me, the car and floor. Well, new DCCV in and all hoses reconnected. Tomorrow I have to replace
the coolant wring out my shirt and shoes will probably do the trick and then give it a try. There
are procedures and tips for bleeding the cooling system. There's another fairly extensive thread
or two on the subject. Good thing, since the temps will be well over this week. Now time to go
boating! Procedurally, I did everything from the top side except drain the fluid. I'd find a better
way to drain the fluid next time since it cost me time and grief. I'm with you Rod, that
connection frustrated me the most. I actually figured it out by looking at the one on the throttle
body. I'm not sure if I have bled the system properly or not. I'll check again tomorrow when I
have extra help. I have to add a note on what happened to my '02 LS 60, miles in the hopes that
it will save someone hours of knuckle busting work. My LS had the same symptoms as above,
drivers side was blowing cold passenger side was blowing hot. Took the DCCV out and cleaned
it, finding that it was operating normally I reinstalled it and went to the codes Next I swapped the
sensors in the plenum to see if that would make a difference I wasn't going to pay that so I
started to leave. Just as I was pulling out a young man walked up and said that if it were his car
he would try to put a little freon in it first. It never occurred to me to check it but as soon as I got
home I jacked the car up and threw a can of R in it. Good as new! Just a slow leak in the front
seal of the compressor. I used to be that freon was the first thing you would check but with
these new dual climate control systems, there are so many thing that can go wrong it never
occurred to me that some freon had leaked out over the last 6 years. It looks like you're new
here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or
Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.
What Edmunds Says Pros. December Well in that case the engine would be running abnormally
cold and in a very cold climate I would think. Even completely open, he should get SOME heat.
Modern engines run pretty warm even with full-open stats, don't they? But it's a good point. I
wonder what his temp gauge is reading and if that reading has changed from "normal". The
temp guage on the dash comes up halfway, just as it does in warm weather. If it was a
thermostat, wouldn't I expect the temp guage to read much cooler? That's what I would think,
yes. In that case it does sound like either the heater core or hoses or the HVAC controller.
Bosephis Posts: 4. Thank You so much for the info on the heating system on the Lincoln LS. I
have had the system flushed and new coolant added, so if the problem was the coolant I should

find out soon. I do have heat now at 90 degrees, and cold air at 60 degrees on the manual
override. Unfortunately it turned off warm degrees and the auto doesn't want to blow heat
because it is too warm outside. Temps are supposed to drop next week, so I should find out for
sure if trouble is fixed. I will deffintely check relay and fuses if i still have a problem. Thanks
Again! Sammyb Posts: 1. January Is there anything you can tell me about this? I know the fuse
panel is in the trunk, but i do not have an owners manual, so i need to know what fuse controls
which circuit, help? April May Hey guys and Girls I need some help. I am having problems with
my Heat and AC. The heater will not blow any heat at all and just before it stopped I would hear
a loud roaring noise while the car was running. Then soon after there was no heat. And the AC
compressor will not come on. Any help will be appreciated. June It's starting to get hot outside.
Can anyone tell me what I need to check and where. My compressor was not coming on, got
that fixed a wiring problem now when I drive the car with the AC on it runs hot. But I notice that
when I turn on the AC the cooling remains at the same speed. Does it suppose to run at a faster
speed when the AC comes on? It was not running hot at all until I got the compressor fixed then
it ran hot the same day. I am not running the AC right now. But the AC does not seem to be as
cold as it should either. Any help will be very much appreciated. I see this to be a very good and
helpful forum. Thanks in advance. Just took the drivers side tire off on a LS V8 and no black
rubber flap. You need to jack up the drivers side of the car. It is next to the oil pan on the
engine. The low side port is on the compressor. I have a Lincoln LS with an ac issue. When i
turn the ac on the clutch does not engage. I bought one of those refrigerant refill kits with a
gauge and it says that the charge is good. How would I engage the clutch to add refrigerant?
Any help would be appreciated. Can anyone tell me how to remove the electrical plug at the
DCCV. It seems that the red tab pulls out and then the plug should disconnect. But it doesn't
seem to want to do that? Got it! What a royal pain in the [non-permissible content removed]!
Apparently, from I can guess, the red clip is a lock. Push it out can use a screw driver from
underneath. Then push in on the black tab that was under the red clip and gently pull the plug
out. You squeeze that black tab into the plug. July Can anyone help me out? When this
happens, the message center beeps and says that the passenger door is open. I turn off the air,
wait a while and eventually it will start working again. Is this a sensor or fuse starting to go out?
PLease help. September Any ideas if this is true and if its hard or expensive to fix? ANY info
would be appreciated. I live in FLA and cant take this heat!!! Wisconsin Posts: 1, You've driven
a truck for , miles with a check engine light on? Couldn't the dealer have fixed it under
warrenty? October Hello Everyone, I'm seeking some advice. I have a LS in which the heater
stopped working. AC works fine. The car has been warmed up. My question is this a problem
that a local ford dealer or lincoln dealer can handle better and cheaper or will it be a wash either
way. It could be the blend door and they are expensive to fix. I'd get another opinion and quote
from a Lincoln dealer who has seen these before. It could also be the controller. You will have
four heater hoses running to it. Take them off and clamp them, if your ac is restored than you
know for sure this valve is bad. Its under the hood on the passenger side of the car. Can't miss
it. Rear defrost heats the glass via the metal wires embedded in the rear window glass. There is
no hot air involved. My 04 LSE only blow out hot even at 60 degree selected. It started out with
the passenger side blowing out cold air and then the drivers side blowing out hot air for a day
or two then only hot air. The climate control seat with just fine. MY '05 was doing the same
thing, the temp would never change. I took it to the dealer and it ended up being a water diverter
valve that had gone bad. Once it was replaced it worked fine, luckily I was still under warranty.
Hey Jokersmith Thanks for the info, do you know the part number or correct name for this water
diverter valve. I tried looking this part up on fordpart. Are you guys talking about the DCCV dual
climate control valve? Common problem on these cars. Okay so i got a NEW deck for my lincoln
LS and i put it in but then realized that i didnt have the right wiring harness for my car to have
the deck in and still have my heat so i had to take my NEW deck out and put the deck that my
car came with back in and then i hooked the heat back up and everything and the heat or air
conditioner just will not work and my friend checked all my fuses and none of them were blown
and it is friggen snowing out and i need my heatt soo yeah palease help me someone You can
start by buying some punctuation marks and capital letters Recheck the connections and fuses
including the ones under the hood. I have the same problem, no heat, lincoln LS, Question, said
to press the "panel button" which button is that,, would like to try the self diagnostics reset test.
Thanks Orlando. I have had my Lincoln LS since Apr Car has 66, miles on it. Question is, will
this have to be done again in the near future or is this just a one time thing? If the COPS ever
start going again, and the car is misfiring, don't wait too long to get it fixed. The raw gas going
through the cylinders is probably what fried your catalytic converters. The dual climate control
on my '05 LS has stopped working; it throws hot air when it should be pumping cool air. Dealer
says it's a defective DCCV and it's a coincidence. I'm not so sure. I'd like to hear what others

think. What a coincidence that was?? I mean it could happen, but my getting screwed meter just
went up Went to my local shop to recharge my ac. They checked the pressure and it was empty
of freon. Three freon cans later, it continued to blow hot air. The clutch and compressor were
working fine but no cold air. The mechanice came to the conclusion the compressor is working
but enough to produce cold air. They recommended a new compressor but with the LS it's not
that simple. The system cannot be flushed so you must purchase new compressor, dryer and
condenser. If not, warranty of the new item will be void if used with the older components. I'm
gonna get a second opinion from the dealer to confirm the functioning status of compressor.
Maybe they shop missed something. Anyway, has anyone heard of a LS owner only changing a
compressor with success. I'm told you only maintsin warranty of each item if you purchase all
new items. Supposedly a new compressor could damaged if trash is in the old condenser.
What's your thought or suggestion on all I've said. Sign In or Register to comment. Skip to main
content of results for "lincoln ls heater control valve". Skip to main search results. Eligible for
Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping.
Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results
below. Enter a new vehicle. Amazon's Choice for lincoln ls heater control valve. Get it as soon
as Sat, Feb Only 17 left in stock - order soon. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Only 3 left in
stock - order soon. Only 11 left in stock - order soon. Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Only 4 left
in stock - order soon. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. In stock on March 22, FREE Shipping.
Only 14 left in stock - order soon. Only 20 left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help
section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. January in Lincoln. Hey everyone, new to the
forum Can anyone help me out, I just recently purchased a LS V6 on saturday, I have a couple
things that are going on thats bothering me My Side view Mirror control button doesn't work
properly, it can only set the mirrors downward but can't raise the mirrors upwards are turn them
in or outward. The Transmission feels like it engages hard sometimes coming back down from
5th to 4th or 4th to third im not quite sure, I drive with the shift selector on D5. The car has 27K
on it and it is a , can I take it to a Lincoln Dealership and have this stuff checked out at no
charge at all? I love this car and always wanted one, but little things like this turn me off about
the car. Thank you guys, your knowledge is appreciated. January It's a bumper to bumper
warranty so you shouldn't be out anything other than time. Depending on your dealer they may
also give you a free loaner while they check yours out. April The drivers side vents blow hot air
during braking while the passenger air stays cold. When you accelerate the air comes back to
cold. July The passenger side control works fine and responds to temperture control changes.
Any suggestions? August My LS V8 has cold air coming into the driver side vents and warm air
going to passenger side vents when I have the AC on. Any thoughts? The blend door is
probably stuck on the passenger side. Common problem but not an easy DIY job. One of these
could be malfunctioning. But good luck getting it fixed. When mine had 60 degree air out the
side vents and degree air out the center stack, [non-permissible content removed] verified by
Lincoln field engineering, Lincoln factory engineering's response was "Within Spec". They of
course refused to show me the spec and refused to fix the car. Dealer flushed system once with
some chemical and that worked for short time. Driver side gets extremly hot, passenger side
barely cool. Dealer said a new valve would be needed at Sure could use some help on this. Also
just had new head gasket's installed, big buck's. V8 or V6? How many miles? I'm assuming you
want cold air on both sides? And it's not set on dual operation? IOW, one temp set point is
displayed. Sounds tricky to me. Cause there are two 'heater control valves' - one for driver and
one for pass. So if driver's stuck on heat, why pass doesn't get cool? Could be some crossover
heating effect? Anyway, my guess is that the dealer should replace the valve for the driver side.
It's probably fairly simple to replace if you dare. Try not to get an air bubble in the system
though. I'd bet money that it's the heater valve. Mine did the same thing, hot air from the

passenger side and cool air on the driver's side. I replaced the valve kind of a bugger, but a DIY
job if you're handy and I get Arctic air out of both sides now. If I have to do it again, it would be
closer to the two hours book time the dealer gets. That includrd bleeding the cooling system
and sending my son off for nea coolant. Same happened to my , the dealer said the director? I
regulate the amount of airflow with the fan button. LS V6, with I'm so happy to have found this
web site, this is great information and will put it to good use. My LS is going to put me in the
poor house for sure. September Hello, its seems after reading many issues on the ac air
conditioner on the LS, people seem to avoid the answers or suggestions. Maybe if I put it in
more detail someone will catch the drift and find a problem to this ongoing problem. My LS
which by the way is a joy to ride :shades: is a 3. The ac blows hot air with the setting at maxium
cooling. Now I have the dual control temp. I have searched up and down for the low side valve
and is still MIA thinking it could be low on Ra freon. Now after reading endless forums I heard it
may be an electrical problem. The compressor does no sound when turning on the ac. Has
anyone had this type of problem and have you solved it already? I thank you in advance. If it's
low on refrigerant the compressor won't turn on - there's a low pressure safety switch for that. If
it is low on refrigerant you need to check for leaks and that requires shop tools - not a DIY thing.
You don't want to just refill it with Ra because it will just leak out again. Just take it to a
mechanic and have it checked. If you want to check your charge to confirm that you have no
refrigerant or whatever, the low side port is under the car, attached to the bottom of the
compressor. I don't recall if the cap was right there when you looked up or if something had to
be removed, it's been years since I checked mine. If you have no charge in there, you probably
will need to have the system evaluated to see where the leak is. If it is slowly leaking to the point
of staying charged for a couple of years, then you should be able to top it off. If you hear the fan
start to turn really fast while recharging it, you may be overcharged, and will need to have some
refrigerant removed in an environmentally-friendly manner. November Living in sunny Fla.
Neither worked! Any thoughts or suggestions. The elements are probably broken - common
problem with the models. Tricky to replace because of the seat mounted side airbags.
Upholstery shop may charge less. February My LS has no heat - any suggestions. No heat
where? Engine or seats? No heat from the engine to heat the interior of the car - same on both
sides - blower works just no hot air. Probably a stuck thermostat. They stick open now so the
coolant never heats up. This should be obvious from the engine temp gauge. March Hi, I have a
Linclon Ls V8 3. What is the problem and can I do the job myself? June I have a ls and have only
been ale to find the high side valve to do the ac does anyone know wherre ther low side valve is
located at. Noticed the same with defroster in winter. Dealer can't find since they let car sit until
tech can get to it and by then it reset itself. Have noticed that if recirc in on doesn't happen as
often. I will try lowering temp from 65 to 60 as someone suggested. Sorry bout dat Temp only
goes down to 65, but it did stay on for 20 miles last night. The best way to find it is to remove
the front driver side tire and get a small stool or cinderblock to sit on, your back and arms will
thank you later. Please be sure to check the pressure with an ac gauge before adding any freon.
I was just going to post about this subject because this just started happening with my LSE.
Since I mainly drive this vehicle alone it's not that big of an issue as one option is to close the
vents on the passenger side. However, went on a trip with wife and daughter recently and wife
got obsessed with it. We are planning another trip soon and she wanted me to get it fixed.
Happened just yesterday on my commute home in 95 degree weather. Took awhile this time but
eventually got cold air again. Since Bonnie already had it checked out at the dealer with no
success, I don't know that my local mechanic would be any better nearest dealer is 45 mins
away. Anybody else had a successful repair?? Happened to me. It sounds like the DCCV dual
climate control valve. If you're handy with a wrench, it isn't too bad. If not, would have the
dealer, or competent shop, do it. Alldata says 1. October Please send me some help, On our LS
the passenger side temperature will fluctuate somewhat but will not turn off, would someone be
able to diagnous our problem? Thank you. December Did you figure out what your "not heat"
problem was? I have a LS with the same problem. I changed the theromstate Hello,I have a
Ls,The weather has been about and for some reason i started my car this morning and i ran it
for about 20 mins and jumped in to drive to work and there wasnt any heat coming out of the
vens. Hey guys,No i havent heard from the dealership but he told me it might be a head gasket
becuase my rad hose didnt have pressure,he thinks its sucking air from there witch i find crazy
that he would jump right to the head gasket and not try anything eles. Have you ever figured out
your no heat problem? I purchased a Lincoln LS this last fall and found out that once the
outside temp gets down in the teens or lower, it simply doesn't heat or gets lukewarm at best. I
spoke with two other LS owners and they have the same problem. The engine temp always
comes up to the half way mark on the guage and stays there rock solid. I would expect if a head
gasket really was the issue that the engine temp would fluctuate. If you have found any way to

resolve your heating problem, would sure love to hear about it!! I have same heater problem
with my LS V6. Anybody come up with the fix for the lack of warm air? Thanks for any ideas,
especially proven ones. I have this same problem on my No heat at idle or when coasting but
plenty of heat with my foot on the gas. I have not had any luck yet getting my Linc
truck 2008
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oln LS to heat during idle. My brother and another individual I know both have the same
problems with their Lincoln LS as well. Hopefully someone can tell us if there is any way to
resolve this as it appears to be a common issue. I'm leasing a new Chevy Impala and sending
the Linc to the next owner. I'd buy another Linc but with the price of High test I looked for a
regular gas auto, and some Impala owners say they get 45MPG on the open road. That's where I
do most of my driving. See ya in the funny papers New Impala looks pretty nice. Hope you have
good luck with it! Visiting Host. Check out the answer on Intermitate Heat on the forum. I have
an 02 Linc LS and can't get any heat, blows cold air only. I have heard it may be the evaporator
duct sensor under the driver side kick plate. Anyone heard of this issue? Well before you get
into such HVAC controls, try the simplest things first and check your coolant level. The
thermostat could also be stuck open. Sign In or Register to comment.

